WHEN YOU’RE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MOST IMPORTANT ASSET ON THE COURSE, YOU NEED A PARTNER YOU CAN COUNT ON.
For every job on your course, there's a John Deere made especially for it. A full-line of quality equipment, born out of the suggestions and critiques of thousands of superintendents and technicians. From quality mowers and tractors to aerators and utility vehicles. But it doesn't end there. We supply you with the industry's best operator manuals, tech literature, and support hotline. We deliver quality parts 365 days a year, with a 99.5% fill-rate overnight. And we offer the JDC™ MasterLease, the most cost-effective way to acquire golf and turf equipment. To see how John Deere can make a difference on your course, call your local John Deere distributor or 1-800-537-8233.
Bill Bengeyfield and Jim Snow
“Unsung heroes” spurred turfgrass research
By Larry Aylward

Burt Musser and Joe Duich
Legends in their own time
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

Pioneer Superintendents
Six individuals who have helped make the profession what it is today.
By Clay Loyd

Jim Watson
Pioneer in educating superintendents
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

John M Schilling
Led GCSAA on impressive growth spurt in his 10-year tenure
By Clay Loyd

Eddie Stimpson
He was only trying to bring objectivity to the game — not more headaches for superintendents
By Larry Aylward

Arnold Palmer
The ultimate spokesman for the profession
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

Bill Kubly
‘He truly wants to be the best’
By Larry Aylward

Carl Spackler (Bill Murray)
Like it or not, he made an impact on the profession
By Larry Aylward
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Golfdom salutes 18 people who have changed the face of the industry
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Worth Its Salt

Because of its sodium tolerance, seashore paspalum may become a key grass variety for superintendents in areas plagued by a lack of fresh irrigation water.

By Bruce Allar

Life Goes On

Golfdom's millennium kids are a year old. Are they a year wiser?

By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

About the cover

Herb Graffis, the father of Golfdom, graces our gold-plated cover designed by Lisa Bodnar.
Teed Off
I've been a PGA member since 1986 and director of golf at Buck Hill GC in the Pocono Mountains of northeast Pennsylvania for the last nine years. Some of my best friends are superintendents.

At every club I've worked, I've made sure to have a cordial working relationship with the superintendent and his or her staff, gathering any information that could help me help them do their jobs for the good of the courses. Having said that and after reading your article on compensation for superintendents ("For What You're Worth," November), I must say that it appears some superintendents don't have a grasp of the team concept. I know there are members of my association who have not had an ideal relationship with their superintendents, but for you to highlight K. Clark Rowles dealings ("Payback Time" sidebar) with his pro is irresponsible. I know most superintendents share the beliefs of Gale Hultquist, as does the PGA to strive to raise the profile of our profession. Hello? It's laughable and a needed someone to speak up?

I'm not one to ask for a pity party, but I was once too devoted to the golf industry for my own good. What did it get me? No respect, damaged health and a bitter feeling toward the industry.

But I can say that after 22 years in the profession, I found life elsewhere, and I'm having more fun than ever. I'm lucky in the respect that I found work in a field closely related to the golf course industry. I'm making more money, I have a retirement plan and great benefits, weekends off and 11 holidays. And did I mention love killing those imaginary greens every year that I don't have?

The main drawback for me is that I miss the free golf. My usual 175-plus rounds a year has been drastically cut back to about six rounds, and the 1-plus handicap has suffered. For the first time, I enjoy taking care of the yard, and I'm rediscovering the family and enjoying life as a reward for getting out of the business.

B. Bird, CGCS
Oklahoma

Lankau said, "The business can't operate if we don't work together!" I believe it will flourish if we do.

Tom O'Malley, PGA Pro
Buck Hill GC, Buck Hill Falls, Pa.

Grass Is Greener...
Boy, can I relate to this article (Pin High, November). You bust your butt to provide excellent conditions, only to be told how to manage a course by a member who can't take care of his own yard. Where were you when we (the profession) needed someone to speak up?

But I can say that after 22 years in the profession, I found life elsewhere, and I'm having more fun than ever. I'm lucky in the respect that I found work in a field closely related to the golf course industry. I'm making more money, I have a retirement plan and great benefits, weekends off and 11 holidays. And did I mention love killing those imaginary greens every year that I don't have?

The main drawback for me is that I miss the free golf. My usual 175-plus rounds a year has been drastically cut back to about six rounds, and the 1-plus handicap has suffered. For the first time, I enjoy taking care of the yard, and I'm rediscovering the family and enjoying life as a reward for getting out of the business.

B. Bird, CGCS
Oklahoma

Feel like going postal? We want to hear from you. You can e-mail your letters to Larry Aylward at layward@advanstar.com, fax to 440-891-2675 or send them via snail-mail to: 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44130.
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Cliff Beckmann, THE WESTIN SALISHAN LODGE & GOLF RESORT
Jan Bejjan, ASGCA, FAZIO DESIGN
Jerry Coldiron, CGCS, LASSING POINTE GC
Kevin DeRoo, BARTLETT HILLS GC
George Frye Jr., OCEAN COURSE AT KIAWAH
Bob Graumke, CGCS, TIDEWATER GC & PLANTATION
Steve Hammon, TRAVERSE CITY GC&CC
Alan Hess, CGCS, GOLF PARTNERS MANAGEMENT LTD.
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Walter Mattison (IN MEMORY)
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Introducing...

**THE NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR FOLIAR FERTILIZERS AND MICRONUTRIENTS**

Don't use yesterday’s technology. Today’s fertility problems eclipse those of even a few years ago because today’s maintenance standards are so much more intense. Today's problems require Nutri-Rational solutions...based on the most advanced chemistry and a better understanding of turf physiology and plant nutrition.

By every standard of measurement, Nutri-Rational™ Foliars are better:

- Higher quality components
- Superior delivery system
- Better tissue penetration
- Excellent foliar absorption
- Fastest intake and transit time
- Enhanced nutrient availability
- True efficiency
- Best value

Emerald Isle Nutri-Rational Foliars give you more control over fertility management than you ever thought possible. **Put Science On Your Side!** Call us for the latest information.

Manufactured By: Emerald Isle, Ltd.

Distributed By: Milliken Turf Products

1-800-628-GROW www.EmeraldIsleLtd.com

1-800-845-8502 www.millikenturf.com

© 2000, Emerald Isle Ltd.
We not only invented the technology, we Perfected it!

SubAir™
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SuhAir - The Leader in Subsurface Airflow www.subairsystems.com

Exclusive: Two-way Airflow

For more information about SubAir, contact us @ 800-333-2071 or one of our distributors located in your area

Visit us in Booth #4162 at the GCSAA Show
You can't cover up poor pre-stress conditioning

Prevent moisture stress before it starts with Cascade™ Plus

Are you painting yourself into a corner with inadequate pre-stress conditioning? Then use Cascade Plus and keep moisture stress from undoing all of your hard work. Cascade Plus moves water deeper and faster into the soil profile for a longer period of time, resulting in larger, healthier root systems that are better able to survive seasonal stress conditions. In fact, independent university research showed that untreated hydrophobic soils required more than twice as much irrigation to reach comparable volumetric water content levels as Cascade Plus treated soil. And a single application regime of Cascade Plus has been proven to reduce the effects of Localized Dry Spot for 4 to 6 months.

Use Cascade Plus and get longer lasting improvements in turf color, quality and stress tolerance. And that means you'll have nothing to cover up.

Call 800-323-6280 for more information, or for a Cascade Plus distributor near you.

Cascade Plus
Longer Lasting Water Infiltration
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2001 JANUARY
14-18 National Institute of Golf Management
Wheeling, W. Va. Contact 561-744-6006

15 GCSAA Seminar: Lake and Aquatic Plant Management
St. Louis. Contact 800-472-7878

15 GCSAA of New England Annual Meeting
Walpole, Mass. Contact 800-833-4451

16 GCSAA Seminar: Turfgrass Traffic Stress – Physiology and Management
Dallas. Contact 800-833-4451

16 GCSAA Seminar: Microbiology of Turfgrass Soils
Rockport, Maine. Contact 800-472-7878

17-18 GCSAA Seminar: Spanish for Golf Course Management I
Pleasanton, Calif. Contact 800-472-7878

17-18 GCSAA Seminar: Managing People for Peak Performance and Job Satisfaction
Oakbrook, Ill. Contact 800-833-4451

18 GCSAA Seminar: Irrigation Water Quality
Lubbock, Texas. Contact 800-472-7878

22 The Grow And Mow Expo
College Park, Ga. Contact 706-632-0100

23 GCSAA Seminar: Bentgrass Management and Rootzone Maintenance
College Park, Ga. Contact 800-472-7878

23 GCSAA Seminar: Golf Course Photography – Promoting and Protecting Yourself Through Pictures
Kansas City, Mo. Contact 816-561-5323

23-24 GCSAA Seminar: Golf Course Construction, Techniques and Management
Charlottesville, Va. Contact 800-833-4451

24 GCSAA Seminar: Reclaimed Water Irrigation
Salt Lake City. Contact 800-472-7878

25 GCSAA Seminar: Management of Zoysiagrass on the Golf Course
Kansas City, Mo. Contact 816-561-5323

25 Northwestern Pennsylvania Turf School & Trade Show
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Contact 814-863-3475

25 GCSAA Seminar: Strategic Planning for Golf Course Operations
York, Pa. Contact 800-472-7878

26 GCSAA Seminar: Managing on the Job Behavior
York, Pa. Contact 800-472-7878

29-30 Club Managers Association of America
San Diego. Contact 843-881-9956

29-31 87th Iowa Turfgrass Conference & Trade Show
Des Moines, Iowa. Contact 515-232-8222

FEBRUARY
11-18 72nd GCSAA International Golf Course Conference & Show
Dallas. Contact 800-472-7878

Let us know about your events. Send information to Frank Andorka at 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, 44130. Fax information to 440-891-2875 or e-mail to fandorka@advansstar.com.
We salute the true leaders

Everyone wants to be a leader, but it takes more than impressive campaigns and fancy talk.

You must prove your value in the "trenches" and demonstrate qualities worthy of respect and the genuine leadership position.

That’s why we at United Horticultural Supply strive to prove our value with products like UHS Signature Brand Fertilizers and Seed. We also align ourselves with like-minded professionals and organizations to provide all the quality products and services you need.

Most of all, we endeavor to work alongside every customer to ensure that they are properly supported and equipped. Only then will the true leaders be recognized.

www.uhsonline.com

This year’s GCSAA Opening Session speaker, Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, is the definition of a leader. He garnered fame for his decisive command of the Desert Storm troops during the Gulf War and has continued leading several philanthropic and conservation efforts since his retirement.

We invite you to be inspired by his views on people, motivation and leadership during the Opening Session and plan on being our guests at the reception immediately following.

Be sure to join us for a round of Signature Miniature Golf at Booth #3657 during the Show and enter to win some fabulous prizes!

UHS Signature Brand Fertilizer and UHS Signature Brand Seed are trademarks of United Horticultural Supply.
Working To Enhance Our World

United Horticultural Supply is your source for professionals who have the technical expertise and can provide all the products you need to be a success in today's competitive market.

- Fertilizers
- Herbicides
- Fungicides
- Insecticides
- Turf Seed
- Soil Amendments
- Adjuvants
- Equipment
- Colorants
- Aquatic Products
- Micronutrients
- Wetting Agents
- Plant Growth Regulators

Call today for a free product guide containing a comprehensive listing of available items.

www.uhsonline.com • national toll-free number: 1-800-847-6417
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